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still only 10 grulls

ADVERTISEMENT

WANTED

THE WOLFSHEAD WYLIHAM
RADAH
FOR MURDER OF THE
IMPERIAL WARLORD
REWARD
50,000 250,000 GRULLS & A WEAPON
BOUND WITH MAGIC AND SPIRITS
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INJUSTICE IN THE
SUNLESS ?
God & Demon locked in Epic Combat & Not At All Tired. Definitely Not Too Old For This Sh*t

‘It was a pleasure to kill him’ claims Disciple

It has come to the attention of our Sunless reporter that Thor of Talthar
fought an epic combat with a ‘Disciple’ that lasted 10 hours, yes readers 10
hours but in the end abandoned by his allies Thor fell. Gimly was heard to
taunt the Disciple on his immortality yet he left Thor to it, so is Gimly really immortal or is it all hot air?
The Disciple was seen to be smiling and gloating, then wheezing, once Thor
fell he disappeared with a wave of his hand.
What will the Church of Talthar do now with the loss of one of the seven
rings?
Will Harpel come out of retirement to avenge his fellow Ring and friend?
Do we now call them Talthar and the six rings?
All these questions we will endeavour to answer in the coming months.
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IMPERIAL NEWS
ALGUZ

We wish to apologise for our front page article regarding Thor of Talthar’s
death in the Sunless, he has been seen in the cathedral in Alguz preaching and
talking to others about his victory over a unnamed Disciple.

￼

BILDTEVE
In IM 1013 a Myron prison unit was sent to the Biltdeve Correctional Facility for a series of felonies they probably did commit (and frankly being from Myron was enough). One of these
creatures, a Troll was placed with a notorious golem, Encee, a
number of demons: Azeal, the outlaw Nexla, Emmanuel and a
fey woman, Lineya. Whilst they were securely contained within
the facility they managed to make contact with the myserious
Cicero, the vicious Deci beggar, Damien and that master of
magic, spells and illusion, Mandrake. Of Scaled Lightning we do
not speak. Within the facility, their enemies fell in fear and confusion, despite the gentling influence of Joshua of Unity we were
forced to isolate them within their own collective consciousness.
BULLETIN UPDATE
Some of these creatures ( including Jugga, Emmanuel, Encee,
Joshua, Scaled Lightning, Damien, and a pair of orcs) promptly
escaped from a maximum security shower block into the Biltdeve
Fens. Today, still wanted by the Empire they survive as mercenaries. If you have a problem (and a Hiring license) then you probably
can’t legally hire them .
A common sight these days more undead rampaging around and killing. These must have been important however as several mercenaries arrived to dispatch them.

Rumours have reached the mercenary community that another Senator has been
arrested for a crime. This time it appears Ruatha Stoneheart was charged with corruption and ordering loyal members of the Covenant in Bildteve to ignore the law.
Indeed the rumours suggest this is being done to aid Anath Half Black, and the Liche Ultimate E. Is this true? PT: See our Legal Judgements section for more.
Though of equal interest is who’s spreading the rumours ?

BANK SAY THANKS

The Dreylock and Fenton Bank would like to extend their thanks to the group of mercenaries who recovered their stolen
goods this Februar. Although not all of the vaults’ contents were recovered, the company will be eternally grateful for
the assistance.
Rumours abound that Thoby Gallant of the Church of Mortai has become the Master of Zombies, usurping the nefarious
Zombieking within the city of Bildteve. Investigations revealed that the self-titled “Zombieking” was in fact 17-year-old
Brian Green of Westwood Street. Speaking on her doorstep in dressing gown and slippers, Mrs Green (Brian’s mother)
said, “Brian is in serious trouble for the zombie army he was attempting to raise. We have grounded him for 2 months, cut
his pocket money and reduced his bed time back to 9pm.” Watch Captain Samuel reported that they were taking no further action, stating: “The wrath of his mother is punishment enough.” Damian Necronic was available for comment.
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ADVERTIISEMENT

A WORD TO THE WISE:
For the finest magical instructional scrolls and papers seek out
Palewise,Calligrapher-Extraordinary and Master Scrivener at his
chambers in Halgar and elsewhere.

Hard drinking in the Blunt Club

To the surprise, and in some cases dismay of its members,
Blunt Clubs across the Empire played host to THE IMPERIAL PATHFINDERS and their Path Colonel, Senator
Willock. It seems that the men, fresh from campaign and
travel wearied had been offered a free bar by the esteemed
Master of the Club Marcus Blunt, as a sign of his gratitude
to the Path Captain. While the Halgar Club was particularly rowdy, an axe wielding and perpetually topless
Dwarven Budoka working the door prevented any trouble
from ‘kicking off’. The Primal Times reports:
“It’s a pleasure to fill the Club with the sort of good honest
soldiers that served the Empire so proudly on campaign
last year” Marcus Blunt, Master of the Blunt Club
“Looks like I’ll be seeing a lot of Marcus, in both the Senate and the club. But I’m not drinking Schnizzle again,
its not the same unless it’s made in Legend” Path- Colonel
Willock, 3rd Imperial Pathfinders
“Thanks to Marcus Blunt, I have a headache the size of a
Gathen. A night out in the Blunt Club is always eventful. Especially when lads have been paid and are off duty”
Path-Sergeant Longlost, 3rd Imperial Pathfinders

Shining Pillar of
Light

A huge shining light lit the skies
of the fens for several seconds
over the Bilteve sky, many villages in the area have been calling it a blessing, perhaps something may be happening to rid
the area of the undead that
trouble so many folk there?

Ghouls Rampage
Chaotic times for caravans travelling through the Bildteve area. Reports are coming in that ghouls are causing havoc with those that
wish to travel and trade. People should not fear as this issue has
been taken up by none other than Anarchus himself along with
Gareth, Teldor, Eliane and Samuel of Mortai, Lizzy, Cloud,
Regis and Lucky!! He has got himself a good undead team there!!

QUOTE OF THE MONTH (an occasional feature devoted to those Mercenary gems too good to pass by):
Thor: I just want a world where people aren’t evil.
Anarchus: Errr . . . maybe.
(That’s 10 Grulls on its way to the Church of Michael)

TIN MINE TROUBLE

Tin Mine closed for flooding but no water! A tin mine
near Deci has been closed for 3 months due to flooding,
but no flooding was found when mercenaries arrived. It
appears some strange demonic creatures that play with
peoples minds were using the tunnels to summon more
of their kind, and possessing the honest hard working
folk of the settlement. Thankfully mercenaries arrived
and killed the problem, the Deci way!

MASSIVE
ERUPTION . . .
of Demons

As has been reported elsewhere, all over Primus demons have been sighted
or been found to be behind many of the problems
plagueing ordinary citizens.
Deci has proved no exception:
Over the Final Dawn in
an old volcano dark rituals
were being performed, and
not the sort the city find
acceptable. Mercenaries
investigated but little has
been mentioned other than
mutterings about a demonic pentagram and some sort
4
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EARTHOLME
ADVERTISEMENT

Open for
Business
I am pleased to be able to announce that the commissioning of a new workshop with an improved
forge has been successfully completed.
This means that I can now supply magically enchanted weapons and armour to discerning mercenaries.
They can be crafted such that they the enchantment will either fade with time or through use depending on your requirements.
They can also be bound such that they will not be
adversely affected by your death trauma although
this incurs an additional cost.
Needless to say I can still supply Twilight and
Earthen teaching scrolls as well as jewellery bound
with such magics.
To place an order or enquire about cost please
contact me either via the Governor’s office or
through the Earthen Conclave. Asta Khan

Elysian or Warlord ?
The Joyful Golem saw a rather
brutal affair as the Warlord, disguised
as an Elysian attacked the well liked
Wyliam Skinner. Wyliam has long been
a friend of Eartholme but was attacked
by the Warlord with claims of being a
traitor and outlaw. Avoiding the attack
Wyliam returned to try and discuss matter but the attacks continued and failed.
Eventually Wyliam retaliated and on his
second effort slew the Warlord.

ELDENHAYLE THANKS
Earl Eldenhayle would like to offer his thanks to
the Earthern Conclave and Fractured thought for
their assistance in several delicate matters, and
their continued efforts to protect the Brown Dragon and Eartholme.

Demons take the Joyful Golem!

In shock news Demons arrived in the upper
quarter and decanted to the Joyful Golem. They
claimed to be mercenaries, and it is clear they
must have been ok. Noteworthy figures including Kenobi Winterhaven, Baron Asta Khan, Jerico of the Lady of the Stars, and Watching Owl,
allowed these DEMONS to enter the tavern
without even a harsh word. Good work mercenaries, no really. Have you missed the news of
Demons rampaging across Primus?
Black Wizards Thwarted! Vile servants of the Black
Drake were seen in Eartholme attempting to steal power
from the Brown dragon. Fortunately, led by Trundle and
Asta, a group of mercenaries managed to stop their plans,
unravel the plot and re-claim the Brown Dragons power.
Take that Deci scum!
Is That A Portal I See Before Me? A hard day’s work for Kenobi, Watching Owl and Argo seemed to be in order as they went into an ineffable
demon realm to regain some trinket and deal with the portal problems.
Reports say Lady Winterhaven was forced to drink the Water of Life as
she used more power in 5 minutes than most use in a day!
A local wizard, Jovar, has levelled reports of being attacked in
his own house (cave). First an strange priest arrived with undead
and locked him up, then more undead arrived and rather than
helping him threatened to kill him and attempted to attack him.
What has Eartholme come to when it isn’t safe for a poor mage
to have gnome friends around without being attacked!
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Lunatics put down like the dogs they are! The
Light of Life cult has been put to the sword. These
Pheonix worshipping lunatics were dealt with by
Gothiel
the swift justice of Magistrate Louis Athanyn,
Major Breach (RIP again), and the Halls of Glass.
These fanatical priests have been raiding into
Bildteve and attacking loyal imperial undead without regard for the law. When traced they resisted
arrest and immediately ed. Nice to see the Empire bringing fascists to Justice the proper way!

Murder The unkillable Gnome Joron
has, well been killed!
While attending a
mercenary gathering
over the Dawn at the
Blunt Club he just
died. No one saw anything. Is this because
no one saw anything,
or no one is willing
to talk?

A new life.

The Jade tower has
been seen growing
and almost coming to life. It seems
that as one of his
final acts David
Stone managed to
complete the rites
for
the
tower
and ensure it remained strong. A
new individual has
been seen around
the tower, called
Loki, armed with a
broom. When asked
he said he was the
new
caretaker
while
Dave
was
dead.

HALGAR
A Rampage Over The City
As the Final Dawn came close a huge
surge of energy was felt over the capital. A dark green and red mist formed
outside the Tryst temple in Halgar, and
hundreds of tendrils of power were
seen shooting across the Empire. Many
of them landing in Halgar itself.
Across the city screams and cries could
be heard as demons appeared, formed,
and began the slaughter. They killed
without regard for themselves. One,
a large red skinned creature dripping
blood, laughed as he killed. Challenging Primus to send the murder against
it, saying he would devour its power.
The rampage lasted for almost an hour
before mercenaries arrived. The creature, from what some say an Imbaiu,
stood before them are laughed. The
gathered mercenaries began battling it
minions while Mallory and the Shadow
of Deci, later joined by Kaldon who
had been killing his more difficult forces, faced it down in battle.
As the creature was slain the screams
began to die down.
That night a sense of power passed
over the city, and many awoke the next
day saying they had a strange dream,
the face of a Drowe had appeared to
them and said “I am the Murder and
this Victory is mine”
6

Stars shone bright over
the city as the faith continued its work for the
glory of the lady. Their
dedication and effort
seems to be spreading
across the Empire.

Another Secret Society in Halgar
Another shroud has been noticed over a few
houses within Halgar. More guards stand
outside and entrance is only given to those
in the right ‘attire’.
New Magistrate General
secretly a druid
Rumours are spreading through Halgar that the Magistrate General is an
earth tramp. He was seen falling out
of a tree on the Edwige estates before
rushing around trying to find someone capable of transporting him back
to Eartholme.
Black Wizards lessons go to the
Square
On the orders of the head of the
Tower, The Shadow of Deci, new
mages have begun taking lessons in
the square. They have been actively
disintegrating the Onyx tower, or
what now remains of it

Lost a love one? Had
all your wealth stolen?
Please write in with your
STORIES and the latest
news about
Demons in Halgar.
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Across Primus
Screams of suffering! Hundreds of mages
awoke over the Final Dawn feeling the pain
of their Dragons as they were assailed. The
Black Dragon suffering the most, it seems
dark rituals were performed using scores
of magical scrolls, it is fortunate the shadow Weavers had finished the Black Tower
or things could have been worse for it. The
Ebony Drake suffered, but the tower newly
finished in the square, seemed to support
it. The Silver and Grey dragons suffered as
well, but with a simple choice
it would seem the Grey dragon was saved and the Silver
Drake returned.

DEATH OF A MERCHANT
Shocking news, is Halgar safe anymore?
‘Arthaud Roose’ a respected merchant
was found dead in his town house, reported claw marks found on his ripped open
chest. Demons?

Is there anywhere safe in Halgar? Are the mercenary caste spread too thin thin across Primus?
Both defending and pressing attacks not to care
for there home cities anymore?
Have the Hell company taken extended annual
leave?

OAKENOLD THANKS
Simeon Long and the
people of the Village of
Oakenhold wish to extend
their thanks and gratitude
to the brave souls who
saved them from the troublesome
local tribes. Peaceful contact has
been made once again, made possible by the respect shown to the
Tribe by these mercenaries and by
the mercenaries’ refusal to take any of the Tribe’s treasured possessions
(well, except for a missing goblet).
The Thuluk have since slain their Shaman and are now on the lookout
for a replacement. They express a strong preference for a Shaman capable of casting miraculous healing, and look forward to instead having
to handle a troublesome witchdoctor next time.
Especial thanks from Oakenhold and the Thuluk go to the brave Knights
of the Land, who were the backbone of this expedition, with one laying
down his life for the Land. While their fellows felt the Knights deserved
special recognition, these brave men and woman refused such honours,
as the grulls could be “better used by others with greater need”. As per
their fellow mercenaries’ suggestion, these funds have been paid directly
to the Lord Knight for the use of any Knight that may need assistance.
Tristan Du Lac, Bob, Alfred and Eventa: “Shield on arm, sword in hand,
brothers together, we defend the Land!”
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SOMEWHERE ON
PRIMUS
A ripple of power
touched Primus. The
grass began to decay,
plants wilted, and flowers died. A new presence
as felt within the magic
of Primus, as Jade was
growing strong in Halgar the Onyx dragon
had found a place within Primus, in the wild
lands where it could kill
and flourish.
FINAL DAWN

The lands of BaronessWillemhina
Be’Akris was a strange place for mercenaries to be seen. Nothing strange was
happening, no hounds, no undead, no
demons, no orcs no nothing.When locals
were questions all they said was Lady
Dillon Be’Akris had arrived and left.
Odd place for mercenaries to be?Turns
out it wasn’t so strange after
all, see Legal Judgements
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von Schnappen-Trappen FAMILY ENTER MERCENARY LIFE WITH A BANG

Led by Count von Schnappen-Trappen, or as his friends call
him, Count Rudolph von Schnappen-Trappen, a group of
mercenaries cleared the remote village of Darrow at the behest of its local baron. The village was said to be haunted or
somesuch, but by all accounts was actually run by a demon.
With the help of Thoby of Mortai, Dalton of St Michael,
Drako, Delvin, Eli, Himlir, Tristan, Tinnor, Scissors and the
Count’s manservant Igor, the Count managed to cleanse
the place of the curse of undeath afflicting those within the
village and those that were said to have slaughtered them.
Thank the gods that these people would put their lives on
the line for such a cause. Apparently a militant paladin had
cursed the entire village due to their association with the
infernal. The group got him to repent and drove the demon
from Darrow, reconsecrating the village shrine to Michael
and Mortai .The Baron of the Darrow is said to be very pleased with the work done

Cribbins Hill

The Seven Brothers of
Cribbins Hill announce the
secession of Cribbins Hill
from the Empire owing to
the continuing failure of
the Glorianave Magiocracy
and its successor state to
pay the agreed tribute of
mice upon each Final Dawn.
Henceforth the Protectorate-by-Royal-Charter of
Cribbins Hill shall be responsible for its own mouse
provision and sovereign
territory.
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I, Baron Kaw-ain of
Cribbins Hill
Do declare myself
Warlord of the Anocracy
of Cribbins Hill. Those
who would support my
false brothers I declare to
be traitors and their
secession to be false.
Kaw-ain, Second of Seven
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Bugs averted: Undead and Bugs were seen rising
out of tunnels near the City of Keys. Fortunately
a group of mercenaries were on it before the bugs
had got a chance to even take a cow. This new harsh
attitude of squash a bug should keep them quiet
around here for a while

Shadowfell In Mourning

In recent news the Barony of Shadowfell has suffered a great loss.
2 months ago Baron Samson Hellum passed away due to illness and
now his son Emerson has been found murdered. The family seneschal,
Morren Drake, is administering the estates while attempts are made
to locate an Heir. As a mark of respect locals have cancelled the normal
march festivities in favour of a day of mourning for the family.

Death of a Noble
(More)
D e m o n s
run
riot
in Keys
Demons were seen in
the outskirts of Keys
heading in the direction of Halgar shouting, ‘Death to ‘Up
His Own Arse’ Stoneheart’, no-one knows
where they came from
or which Stoneheart
they were referring to
I am sure that they
won’t get that far.
Do you know which Stoneheart
it is? Could it be Ruatha? maybe Tarquin ? Wyn? Ivan was
always the black sheep. Our
money’s on Oberon or Selwyn,
though Kalontir may be an outside bet. 10 Grulls for the correct answer

Local lord Squire Graham Greener was found dead in his manor. Reports say members of the Halls of Glass Guild found him in an undead
state and laid him to rest. Who would perform such foul deeds? Perhaps it has something to do with the moderate sized rip in the area to
the Mittlenacht causing power to flow into Primus?

Does the Magistrate General know the law?
A passing demon, on his way to wreak havoc, overheard a conversation
involving several members of the Halls of Glass and the new Magistrate General. One man, an undead, was heard to say “Don’t you think
you should know the law to be the Magistrate General?”
Laughter ensued at the very idea.
GRAVE SITUATION
Problems with the city graves?
At the begin of the month a Darkness passed over several
graves and the dead began to rise as Zombies, Skeletons, and
the dreaded Ghoul. Fortunately the local militia were more
than upto the task and put down the problem before it became a serious issue.
Cult crushed by the lady of the Stars! The Ostracised, and dangerous,
Cult of Hidden Dreams has been crushed thanks to the hard work of the Lady of the
Stars. The brave church entered the cults lair and defeated it’s members, rescued respected Diviner guildsman Simon Hall on the way. The rifts in reality the cult had been
causing are now closed.
Get my name rightMilitia heard a member of the Frozen tigers, Leo the Lion or
something similar, complaining about Asta Khan and others of the faith. It seems they
were determined to call him Simba the Lionking for some strange reason. Surely it
should be Sulky Simba if anything?
9
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AnD THE WINNER IS . . . THE REST

The party travelled to the plane of
“Tarrfire”, where a house of Ancient
Melny’s were plotting to devise a ritual
by using a old race of dopplegangers (The Larnacht) to clone key nobles
to unhinge the Empire by using noble
blood bribed from a member of the Majius family. The party made it to the inner spire of the castle and confronted
“Felreck Darkribbon 1st born of House
Tarrfire” which they slew with ease. Unfortunately for them such an ancient
race don’t live for so long by chance
and doubtless in a months time his body
may reform due to some overlooked
ritual. Maybe

CONGRATULATIONS
LORD GIMLY

advertisement

TO

Yes congratulations to Lord Gimly
on his third successive year as Lord
Knight.
Commiserations to Lord DeVille
and of course, the Potato (RIP)
NEW LORDS OF ORDER
Knights Voice: Tavis of Unity
Knights Unity: Robert Rare
Lord of Battle: Joey
Lord Seekers: Garrus
Lord Watch: Bill
Lord Arcaanus: Nev DeVille
ROBBERY
The famous outlaw, Thomas of Grace,
was seen leaving the Mordreds Rest
treasury with a stack of Grulls and box
of centuries.With his famous wooly hat
on, but not covering his face, he proceeded to give the City Watch the slip as
he dished out the centuries to the local
population stopping to point out it was
a gift from the Lady of the Stars. The
chase paused briefly as Thomas stopped
to kill a demon stepping through a portal and terrorising a local bun maker
before being off. The Bun maker said
“He may have taken 2 buns, but I’m still
alive thanks to him, may Saint Michael

thomas grace presents

WOLFSHEAD
CIDER
as ENDORSED BY MAGISTRATE ASTA KHAN
“Wolfshead, Wolfshead, don’t drink it if your evil ‘cos
you’ll end up dead”
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scarlene
Citizens of Bream’s
thank the Empress

Folly

Sapphire Hal of Bream’s folly would like to
thank Lady Hylos and her entourage for assisting the village with their recent demon incursion. It transpires that the demonic forces
had attempted to create a stable portal to one
of the Hells. Lady Hylos and her group not
only destroyed the demonic forces who had been
raiding the village but also travelled through
the portal in order to shut it down and ensure
that these dark creatures will not easily be
able to create further portals in the future.
New Magistrate General
Clamping down on the
downtrodden?

Magistrate General, Baron Ruben Edwige confiscated a hiring
license and a ritual license from
the well known artefact collectors Bemish and McGlue. Both
Bemish and McGlue are said to
have been devastated by such an
imposition
Magistrate General Investiagates

Baron Edwedge has been digging and digging it would seem.
As his digging continues Horace
Lungwoods has been put in the
stocks for 3 weeks and removed
for his post as scribe of the Covenant. Need less to say Bemish
and McGlue now have official
hiring licenses Baron Edwidge
has stated ‘No Comment’.

Ships set sail from Scarlene

A number of ships have set sail from Scarlene,
headed South. All of them said to be at the request of Jewson and Forestall. Both Jewson and
Forestall refused to comment. Most of the names
were obscured but one of them may have been the
Greenwitch

Stormvale Under Threat of War
The isle of Stormvale has been ravaged by
magical storms since the Dawn. Further, it is
reported that residents who previously held
connections with both Blue and Green mana
have lost one or the other. It is rumored that
storm drake situated at the heart of the isle
is dying and that it can only survive if one
of these two colours of magic is devoured to
support the other. Factions have arisen on
the Island and war is brewing.

Yeoman clear warehouse
Helping out George and William, the Yeoman
gathered force and cleared a warehouse full of
demons that had taken ‘squatters rights’ following the dawn. ‘Those Yeoman folk are brilliant’, said George, ‘whenever we’re in trouble
we’ll definitely call on them’.

In other news: Yeoman rescues cat.
From demons. Probably

Baroness gets another
ring

Baroness Ainesford returns from a
jaunt with another ring on her finger
to match that of her wedding ring to
the Baron. Where it came from nobody
seems to know or in fact want to talk
about it openly
Is it Slightly bigger than the one from her
Husband is the queston no one’s asking
11
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SELLAVILLE
NEW GOVERNOR’s PROCLAMATION
Mercenaries, and Citizens,

Rumour has it that former Watch CaptainLord Blackheart and a couple of ‘friends’
have been seen in the area, specifically
near a guarded warehouse, although the
guards posted there seemed less like
guards and more like spotty teenagers in
fancy dress.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Senate for putting it’s faith in me to lead Sellaville onto
better things. I would like to take this time to thank
the previous Governors, Latona Stoneheart and Aaron
Steadfast, for their tireless work. I would also like to
thank Gull for his continued support, and indeed all
Given ‘Lord’ Blackheart’s extensive business
who have served on the council over the years. I hope
interests in the city, he probably owned the
that going forward the city will be able to grow and
warehouse.
flourish.
If
any
wish
to
join
the
council, or offer it assistance,
Not very picky: A lone tinker was passing an old tomb
when he saw the strangest of sights. Half obscured then if they can contact myself or Gull we will grateby statues he saw Mar’Eth of Tsu-Ling laughing, as
fully accept it.
a young boy was on his knees in front of Drazik attempting to get into his trousers. We can only guess
what he was after, but Drazik didn’t seem to be object-

The city has seen an increase in foreigners
who were rescued from
a corrupt lord by the
Knights of the Land.
The refugees claim to
be from Lataraman and
have been swift to intergrate
themselves
with the local culture.
Some say that they’re
a rebel army, although
the nominated leader of
the group, the bowman
Yingqin
Zhao,
claims
that they were infact
“Freedom Fighters”. Either way, Yingqin’s fine
green silks make him an
impressive figure and
he has made a good impression with the cities nobility by refusing to wear tights.

Baron Jared Stoneheart
A Lost Battle?
It seems a band of less than hardy mercenaries attempted
to assail a group of Ivory wizards. Unfortunately things
didn’t go as well as hoped as Mar’Eth was slain, and the
remaining number seen running in, and out, and in, and
back out of the cave the Ivory wizards held. However it
seemed luck, or a cruel twist of fate was on the mercenaries
side as the Ivory wizards rapidly ran out of power and were
slain. Verdict:Ivory Warrior not as good as it used to be
A new cult in town?
It seems a group of local demonologists called “the cult of Inner
Flame” have been displaced and their not very secret lair has been
taken over by the infamous Dr Drazik De’Souza of the Destroyer.
Attempts to get a quote from Drazik met with replies of ‘Go away
monkey, and learn to respect the superior race.’ It is nice to see nothing has changed.

The Isles of Dragons
Sailors and Fishermen report that a new island has appeard off the coasts. Large winged beasts can be seen
wheeling over the isle and several reports have labelled
these as dragons! Hopefully it’s just a green mage playing tricks and not an army here to invade...
12
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THIMON
WANTED: Information on the
sale of Wyvern eggs.
The Primal Times has been contacted by interested parties who will pay
good Grulls for information about the
trade of Wyvern eggs in Thimon of
late. No timewasters.

TROVIL

TROOP MOVEMENTS
Traders and locals have spoken of a new army, or at least a
Held, being sighted. They appear to be heading towards the
city of Thimon. Numbering close to a thousand men (so more
like 200 or so) they have been rampaging and killing (no evidence of this has been found, indeed camps seem to have been
tidied away with care and precision). Closer inspection suggests the armour and weapons look expensive, but the military
training leaves a little to be desired.

TROVIL
Sacred destruction! A grove within Trollsville has had its
tree burnt down. It seems the tree had a strange balance
of elemental power within it. The local guardian agreed to
allow the tree to be burnt to assist the White mana Dragon
but it appears those that travelled to the area, A dragon, an
Ancient Folk in a coat of peacocks, and a rat, actually sacrificed the power to the Bronze Drake!

FOREIGN NEWS
THE BARONIES

ISHMA

Late News Just In
The Barony of Tartovia together with the Circle would publicly like
to thank the Empire for their efforts in dispatching the Haggarath
together with the Green Nail known as Silence from the village of
Hewin’s Rest. It is uncommon to find those willing to put in such efforts especially where the mercenaries who gave their assistance were
merely passing through in search of a diary. We are pleased to say that
the remnants of the Hagarath have departed and the villagers have
been safely returned to their homes.

Massive sand storms were seen over the Final Dawn around the edges of the jungles that
cling to the Great Sink, the Athfash-BanMir. Those brave enough to get close said the
storm was a dark grey ash rather than the normal
golden sand of the deserts.
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ElseWHERE . . .
The Hatchery
The Champion returned, and fell again! The Ashen
Order have been crushed and vanquished. Brave mercenaries gathered within The Hatchery and assaulted
their main camp, slaying their last members and preventing a ritual to gain more power for the Onyx
Dragon. Instead mages present used this rite to aid
the Grey Dragon and prevent its slide to Drakedom.

Dem O’ristel

Deep within the tunnels of the Drow city it seems dark bargains
were made. And ancient pacts have begun being reformed between the House of Peacocks and the Drow. The bargain
seems to have been tied to the Ashen Order, butt none are saying more.

NARQUARDI
The young heroes travelled to the plane of Narquardi and
Might is Right! Thanks to the aid of notable mer- after speaking to Radorl the werewolf witchdoctor of the
cenaries from the Empire a ritual cast by members Black Skull tribe, went to free one of the tribe’s children
of the Ashen Order was been broken, and the power from House Varun, the largest Vampire house on the plane.
allowed to flow freely to the Blue Dragon.
Although they got the hostage killed by entering into discussions with the genius vampire they did manage to reMore then they
deem themselves by slaying the member of House Varun
bargained for
before he could warn his house of their presence on the
plane, which could have made their work there much hardA group of mercenaries who were recently er. They have established a vital foothold and contact and
hired by the Department of Mercenary
hopefully Narquardi’s fate will be safe in their hands.
Affairs are still hard at work on a far off
world. Early reports said they arrived in a
hostile world where they met a number of
tough tribal like creatures who seemed to
Knights of the Land Kick the Doors In
have embraced either demons or undead, no
Lead by Lord Gimly the Knights of the
one is sure if this was caused by a ritual or
land arrived in Myron. The brave hesome strange inter-species breeding.

MYRON

The mercenaries had found a nearby
tavern and sought refuge for the night,
where, as is often the way, they came under
attack. The Gregory brothers, both followers
of Talthar held one door while Gerard and
Vinny held the other. Having successfully
survived the night and early morning attack
they ventured out into the world.
The world has now drifted further away
from Primus, transport to and communication about the place are now hard to perform. The DMA has yet to comment further
on how they are getting on, but supplied
them with a device guaranteed to return
them whatever the distance once they have
completed all that they can.

roes were transported into one of the
few standing towers of Myron and began work clearing the lower levels. Upon
leaving they were seen battling a large
and powerful demon, whose minions
were continually appearing. The fight
seemed short lived and the demon apparently escaped alive, will he be found
higher in the tower?
A few moments after the Knights left,
fire was seen rippling out of the doors
and lashing the bottom of the tower.
Whatever the Knights triggered the Legions can be glad it’s one less thing for
them to face
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LEGAL REPORTS

Stoneheart Judgment.

Be’Akris Judgment

This tribunal finds:

Michael, Dillon and Alain Be’Akris guilty of the Murder of Squire Greener (Crime of Significance).
Michael, Dillon and Alain Be’Akris guilty of the Murder of Imperial Citizens: Squire Greeners
bodyguards (Felony).
Michael Be’Akris guilty of the Killing of Lady Petulia Hylos (Felony).
Michael and Dillon Be’Akris guilty of the Killing of Lord Arnold Winterhaven (Felony).
Michael Be’Akris guilty of Repeated Commitment of Felonies (Crime of Significance).
Sentencing
My chief concern is the murder of Squire Greener, a noble of the Empire, killed in his own
home; not possessing vitae he will not return. In reaching this sentence I am mindful of the
Covenant’s recent Opinion on the killing of nobles when acting in the capacity of mercenaries
and equally the accused’s contention that they can not be tried by this tribunal. That is not
for us to decide, nor should be used as a smokescreen for those who have committed murder to
hide behind.
Given Michael is the necromancer and the Squire was raised as an undead, he is clearly the
ringleader and the individual who has repeatedly flouted the laws of this Empire, for the Murder of Squire Greener I sentence him to Outlawhood
Dillon and Alain whilst complicit and more than mere accessories are not as complicit and
as such are both sentenced to Ostracism for their part in the Murder of Squire Greener and
his men.
Whilst this tribunal considered simply ostracizing all three, in order to allow the Convocation,
if it wished to set aside the verdict, we can not get past the murder of a noble simply going
about his business in his own home. The demands of justice for Squire Greener must be our
first consideration.
Lady Isabella Be’Akris,
Count Synovius, Baron Capstone

Last week I served a legally issued arrest warrant on Lord Ruatha Stoneheart, Duke of Winesford, Master of the Order of Glass. As
his his right, I offered him the option of a trial by peers, which he declined.
Given this is a matter concerning a suspicion raised against The Covenant, as Magistrate General it is appropriate that I hear this
case myself, which I have done so.
The matter is concerning an instruction given by His Grace to the Magistrate and Watch Captain of Bildteve concerning smuggling
- specifically, His Grace passed on a request from the acting Craftenguilder of Bildteve asking that judicial attention within the city
not be directed at smuggling.
The concern was that this request was inherently corrupt, and by extrapolation an act of gross misconduct given His Graces high
position within the Judiciary.
During the course of this investigation I have had a long conversation with Sire Halfback. I accept his expertise with regards to
matters of Trade - and would take a brief moment to thank him for his helpfulness.
It is important to understand that the choices of judicial resource allocation within a city is a procedural necessity. Choosing to
focus the Watch upon, say, bunco whilst giving minimal interest to murder is not in anyway inherently corrupt or wrong.
It is additionally important to understand that smuggling, as seen by the Scribes, is something perhaps different to what might be
imagined. What a scribe records as smuggling is simply the act of selling goods outside the official city markets, nothing more,
nothing less. Ordinarily it is not a matter for High Law - such smuggling is only a crime if the local magistrate considers it such.
The fundamental question in this case is one of Duke Stonehearts motivation. The Duke has no personal trade interest within
Bildteve or its environs. Following testimony and investigation I find that the request was made for compassionate and practical
reasons - should the Watch Captain give high interest to smuggling within Bildteve at this time the likely result will be suffering,
starvation and a significant shortfall of availability for all kinds of goods and chattels within the city. The Duke received advice from
the Craftenguilder, and chose to accept the Craftenguilders expertise with regards to matters of trade and city supply.
By accepting the Craftenguilders advice and making his request as a result, I find that His Grace acted with careful consideration
and forethought, discharging his duty as Covenant with wisdom and high regard for both the good of all people within The Empire
and The Empress’ Law.
Having thoroughly examined all the evidence and testimony in this case i find no evidence to uphold the presumption of guilt, and
as such I release Duke Stoneheart from the house arrest I have him under, and commend him for his actions and integrity.
I would also add that no man is beyond the Law. The Empress’ Law will be applied to all equally - and I am, and will always be,
fully supportive of any member of The Covenant enforcing the Law fairly and with sound judgement on any citizen regardless of
their political or social standing.
Barron Ruben Edwige.
Magistrate General.

OBITUARIES
David Stone

Good vs Evil, Life vs Death
It is a sad time when we have to speak of
the fall of a champion of Primus, but the
Legend that is David Stone fell at the Final Dawn. He was killed while engaging a
manifestation of the Onyx Dragon in battle.
It seems that during the battle a ritual was
completed and lent aid to the creature and
Dave was forced to call upon the Jade Dragon in order to survive till the battle ended.
A brave act, a brave death, from one that
can only be called a hero. We can only hope
that he will return to Primus soon, stronger
than before. Perhaps tomorrow.

Jet of eartholme
Another hero falls
Jet, famed for his ability to Earthmeld and his
eternal Hammer of Might fell for a final time
at the Dawn. While engaging Gideon Tanner,
former partner of the Rising Star, he was seen
to call upon reserves no mortal man has to
hold him off, despite killing him again and
again. This brave hero did more than most
men and stood like a wall of stone against the
assault of the seemingly unstoppable Tanner,
only falling when Gideon was slain after his
rituals were broken.

Major timothy Breach
DEAD AGAIN
After two lifetimes of service, the much decorated Major Timothy Breach of the 11th Legion was
ordered to return to the plane of undeath by the outlawed noble Michael Be’Akris. Breach died defending the Great Freedom alongside comrades from the Halls of Glass, House Athanyn and other
members of the nobility. His death was not in vain and the renegade Be’Akris nobles were thwarted
in their schemes. Fellow members of the 11th Legion, Click, Hiss and Brains (not actually the brains
of the unit), despite their limited vocabulary, paid tribute to their fallen officer. Hopefully he has
earned some form of final rest, if only for a while, before Primus returns him once more.
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PROPERTY UPDATE
LEASES

GUILDHALLS
Starlight and Glory (Keys)
Order of the Stars (Keys)
Templars of Gilthoniel (Keys)
Hell Company (Fort Razor, Sunless)
Church of Talthar (Fort Razor, Sunless)
Knights Arcaanus (Mordred’s Rest)
Knights Watch (Mordred’s Rest)
West Sea Trading Company (Tailor’s Shop,Halgar)
Deci Urchin’s (Halgar)
The Hunt (Halgar)
NEW TENANTS
Drazik, Old Demonologists Cave (Spiritual Place of Power) Sellaville
Pete, Caretaker of the Jade Tower (Small Business, Dealer - Jade Artefacts only)
Pete, Caretaker of the Jade Tower (Small Business, Dealer - Jade Scrolls only)
Jasiah Blackheart, Tryst Shrine (Spiritual Place of Power) Biltdeve
Shadow of Deci, The Black Tower of High Magery (Elemental Place of Power) Halgar
Louis Athanyn, Abandoned Ritual Chamber (Elemental Place of Power), Southern Baronies
Grey Wolf (Small Business, Supplier)
Sulk, Bog (Elemental Place of Power), Sellaville
Darius Slake, Callum’s Curiosities (Small Business, Dealer), Scarlene
Cicero, Shrine (Spiritual Place of Power) Mordred’s Rest
T, Wizard’s Tower (Elemental Place of Power), Mordred’s Rest
Samuel, Shrine to Mortai, Biltdeve
Jhor Blackfin press gangs a group of reformed rogues and their hideout (Small Business, Dealer)
Tristan Du Lac, receives supplies from the grateful people of Oakenfold (Small Business, Dealer)
Samuel, Watch Stipend (Small Business, Dealer) Bildteve
Gregore, Undiscovered Patch, Thimon
Rafferty, The Old Jimmy Blunt Tavern, Halgar
Marcus Blunt, Shrine (Spiritual Place of Power) Gothiel
JOBS & PERSONAL SERVICES
Lucius D’Treal seen riding around on a Dragon(Mystical Mount)
Penny Winterhaven has a flutter on an archer at the Sellaville Tourney (A Day at the Races)
Mar’Eth gives a Lecture on ‘Non-Violent Solutions’ in Sellaville (Lecturer ‘Non Violent Solutions)
Slinking Thru, getting the rounds in (Large Tab) Deci
Petulia Hylos engages Blue Wizard as Retainer (Mystical Mount)
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Everybody’s Talking About . . .
The Good:

Baronies: Kaldon, Jasiah, Aven Gimly, Thor, Wyliham, Argo, Ben Winterhaven, Petulia Hylos, Warwick and Ruben Edwidge,
Sinovious Halgar, Charle Doyle, Tarquin Stoneheart, Baroness Lydia Ainesford, Crepitus, Elemental Experiment 626.
Biltdeve: Samuel of Mortai, Thoby of Mortai
Eartholme: Halls of Glass, Fractured Thought, Earthern Conclave
Halgar: Knights of the Land, Count von Schnappen-Trappen, Igor, Thoby of Mortai, Dalton of St Michael, Drako, Delvin, Eli,
Himlir, Tristan, Tinnor, Scissors
Mordred’s Rest: Dexter, Coffen, Cicero, Nock, Hessian, Franz Helms-Vetter, Magnus Darkthorne, Sulk,
Dalron, Marrius, Thomas Grace
Towers of High Magery Shadow of Deci, David Stone, Avelariel, Kaldon, Jasiah, Mar’Eth, Wyliham, Mallory, Ling Tau, Skitterback
Ivory Tower of High Magery: Milamber
Scarlene: Zarik the Scorpion, Lady Petulia Hylos, Jhor Blackfin, Squig, Sulk, Nathanial, Pete, Palewise, Dalron, Trident’s
Tempest
Sellaville: Magnus Darkthorne, Ossivus Vague, Sulk, Dexter, Russel, Jaekar, Dexter, Urien Be’Akris, Sekai, Terian

THE infamous:

Biltdeve:Mandrake, Emmanuel, Saleos Azeal
Sellaville: Jasiah Blackheart, Kaldon
Towers of High Magery: Milamber, Serris Drakkenfell

the notorious

Biltdeve: Encee, Jugga the Troll, Joshua, Damien, Scaled Lightning, Lucky, Nagga
Mordred’s Rest: Thomas Grace

Ongoing threats: Demons, demons, demons, Myron, Blauz (Myron), Cult of the Eternal Vampire,
Vernon Ramat, Mawbdenism, Sleeping Madness, The Twisted Freedom, The Apprentice

OOC CREDITS
This Primal Times could not have been produced without the hard work of the following people
Lee Dale, Rob Benson, Richard Fromont, Rebecca Milton, Giles Anderson, Phil Branscombe, Jo Branscombe,
Martin Jenkins, Matt Jenkins, Paul Dallen, Chris Andrews, Miles Gurrin and Alan Morgan
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